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Abstract
We propose a new approach, called dynamic program
and erase scaling (DPES), for improving the endurance
of NAND flash memory. The DPES approach is based
on our key finding that the NAND endurance is depen-
dent on the erase voltage as well as the number of P/E
cycles. Since the NAND endurance has a near-linear de-
pendence on the erase voltage, lowering the erase volt-
age is an effective way of improving the NAND en-
durance. By modifying NAND chips to support mul-
tiple write modes with different erase voltages, DPES
enables a flash software to exploit the new tradeoff be-
tween the NAND endurance and write speed. In this pa-
per, we present a novel NAND endurance model which
accurately captures the tradeoff relationship between the
endurance and write speed under dynamic program and
erase scaling. Based on our NAND endurance model, we
have implemented the first DPES-aware FTL, called aut-
oFTL, which improves the NAND endurance with a neg-
ligible degradation in the overall write throughput. Our
experimental results using various I/O traces show that
autoFTL can improve the maximum number of P/E cy-
cles by 45% over an existing DPES-unaware FTL with
less than 0.2% decrease in the overall write throughput.

1 Introduction
NAND flash-based storage devices are increasingly pop-
ular from mobile embedded systems (e.g., smartphones
and smartpads) to large-scale high-performance enter-
prise servers. Continuing semiconductor process scal-
ing (e.g., 10 nm-node process technology) combined
with various recent advances in flash technology (such
as a TLC device [1] and a 3D NAND device [2]) is ex-
pected to further accelerate an improvement of the cost-
per-bit of NAND devices, enabling a wider adoption of
NAND flash-based storage systems. However, the poor
endurance of NAND flash memory, which deteriorates
further as a side effect of recent advanced technologies,
is still regarded as a main barrier for sustainable growth
in the NAND flash-based storage market. (We represent
the NAND endurance by the maximum number of pro-
gram/erase (P/E) cycles that a flash memory cell can tol-
erate while preserving data integrity.) Even though the
NAND density doubles every two years, the storage life-
time does not increase as much as expected in a recent
device technology [3]. For example, the NAND stor-
age lifetime was increased by only 20% from 2009 to
2011 because the maximum number of P/E cycles was
decreased by 40% during that period. In particular, in

order for NAND flash memory to be widely adopted in
high-performance enterprise storage systems, the deteri-
orating NAND endurance problem should be adequately
resolved.

Since the lifetimeLC of a NAND flash-based storage
device with the total capacityC is proportional to the
maximum numberMP/E of P/E cycles, and is inversely
proportional to the total written dataWday per day,LC

(in days) can be expressed as follows (assuming a perfect
wear leveling):

LC =

MP/E × C

Wday ×WAF
, (1)

whereWAF is a write amplification factor which rep-
resents the efficiency of an FTL algorithm. Many ex-
isting lifetime-enhancing techniques have mainly fo-
cused on reducingWAF by increasing the efficiency
of an FTL algorithm. For example, by avoiding un-
necessary data copies during garbage collection,WAF
can be reduced [4]. In order to reduceWday, vari-
ous architectural/system-level techniques were proposed.
For example, data de-duplication [5], data compres-
sion [6] and write traffic throttling [7] are such exam-
ples. On the other hand, few system/software-level tech-
niques were proposed for actively increasing the maxi-
mum numberMP/E of P/E cycles. For example, a recent
study [8] suggestsMP/E can be indirectly improved by
a self-recovery property of a NAND cell but no specific
technique was proposed yet.

In this paper, we propose a new approach, called dy-
namic program and erase scaling (DPES), which can sig-
nificantly improveMP/E . The key intuition of our ap-
proach, which is motivated by a NAND device physics
model on the endurance degradation, is that different
P/E settings can affect the NAND endurance differently.
By modifying a NAND device to support multiple write
modes (which have different impact on the NAND en-
durance) and allowing a firmware/software module to
choose the most appropriate write mode (e.g., depending
on a given workload), DPES can significantly increase
MP/E .

The physical mechanism of the endurance degradation
is closely related to stress-induced damage in the tunnel
oxide of a NAND memory cell [9]. Since the probabil-
ity of stress-induced damage is proportional to the stress
voltage as well as the length of the stressed time inter-
val [10], reducing the stress voltage is an effective way
of improving the NAND endurance. Our measurement
results with recent 20 nm-node NAND chips show that
when the stress voltage (particularly, the erase voltage) is



reduced by 17% during P/E cycles,MP/E can increase
on average by 96%. However, in order to lower the erase
voltage, it is necessary to form narrow threshold voltage
distributions after program operations. Since shortening
the widthWV th of a threshold voltage distribution re-
quires a fine-grained control during a program operation,
the program time is increased if a lower erase voltage is
used.

Our DPES approach exploits the tradeoff relation-
ship between the NAND endurance and write speed at
the firmware-level (or the software level in general) so
that the NAND endurance is improved while the write
throughput is not affected. For example, since the maxi-
mum performance of NAND flash memory is not always
needed in real workloads, a DPES-based technique can
exploit idle times between consecutive write requests for
reducingWV th. If such idle times can be automatically
estimated by a firmware/system software, the DPES-
based technique can choose the most appropriate write
mode for each write request. By aggressively selecting
an endurance-enhancing write mode when a large idle
time is available, the NAND endurance can be signifi-
cantly increased because less damaging P/E’s are more
frequently used.

In this paper, we present a novel NAND endurance
model which accurately captures the tradeoff relation-
ship between the NAND endurance and write speed un-
der dynamic program and erase scaling. Based on our
NAND endurance model, we have implemented the first
DPES-aware FTL, calledautoFTL, which dynamically
adjusts program and erase voltages in an automatic fash-
ion, thus improving the NAND endurance with a negligi-
ble degradation in the write throughput. Since no NAND
chip currently allows an FTL firmware to change its pro-
gram and erase voltages dynamically, we evaluated the
effectiveness of autoFTL with theFlashBenchemulation
environment [11] using a DPES-enabled NAND simula-
tion model (which supports multiple write modes). Our
experimental results using various I/O traces show that
autoFTL can improveMP/E by 45% over an existing
DPES-unaware FTL with less than 0.2% decrease in the
overall write throughput.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we present the proposed DPES approach in de-
tail. Section 3 describes our DPES-aware autoFTL. Ex-
perimental results follow in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes with summary and future work.

2 Dynamic Program and Erase Scaling

The DPES approach is based on our key finding that the
NAND endurance is dependent on the erase voltage as
well as the number of P/E cycles. In this section, we
explain the effect of erase voltage scaling on improv-
ing the NAND endurance and describe the dynamic pro-
gram scaling method for lowering the erase voltage. Fi-
nally, we present a novel NAND endurance model which
describes the effect of DPES on the NAND endurance
based on an empirical measurement study using 20 nm-
node NAND chips.
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Figure 1: The effect of lowering the erase voltage on the
NAND endurance.

2.1 Erase Scaling and its Effect on NAND
Endurance

The time-to-breakdownTBD of the oxide layer decreases
exponentially as the stress voltage increases because
the higher stress voltage accelerates the probability of
stress-induced damage which degrades the oxide relia-
bility [10]. This phenomenon implies that the NAND
endurance can be improved by lowering the stress volt-
age (e.g., program and erase voltages) during P/E cycles
because the reliability of NAND flash memory primar-
ily depends on the oxide reliability [9]. Although the
maximum program voltage to complete a program oper-
ation is usually larger than the erase voltage, the NAND
endurance is mainly degraded during erase operations
because the stress time interval of an erase operation is
about 100 times longer than that of a program operation.
Therefore, if the erase voltage can be lowered, its impact
on the NAND endurance improvement can be significant.

In order to verify our observation, we performed
NAND cycling tests1 by changing the erase voltage. In
our tests, we used the NAND retention BER (i.e., a BER
after 10 hours’ baking at125 ◦C2) as a measure for quan-
tifying the wearing degree of a NAND chip [9]. Fig. 1(a)
shows how the retention BER changes, on average, as
the number of P/E cycles increases while varying erase
voltage scaling ratios. (We denote an erase voltage scal-
ing ratio byr. Whenr is set tox%, the erase voltage is
reduced byx%.) The retention BERs were normalized
over the retention BER after 3K P/E cycles when the
default erase voltage was used. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
the more the erase voltage is reduced (i.e., the higher
r’s), the less the retention BERs. For example, when
the erase voltage is reduced by 17%, the normalized re-
tention BER is reduced by 49% after 3K P/E cycles over
the default erase voltage case. Since the normalized re-
tention BER reflects the degree of the NAND wearing,
higherr’s lead to less endurance degradations. Since dif-
ferent erase voltages degrade the NAND endurance by
different amounts, we introduce a new endurance metric,
calledeffective wearing per PE(in short,effective wear-

1In a NAND cycling test, program and erase operations are repeated
3,000 times (which are roughly equivalent toMP/E of a recent 20 nm-
node NAND device [3]). Our cycling tests for each case are performed
with more than 20 blocks which are randomly selected from 5 chips.

2This is a standard NAND retention evaluation procedure specified
by JEDEC.
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Figure 2:WPi scaling andMPi scaling for dynamic pro-
gram scaling.

ing), which represents the effective degree of NAND
wearing after a P/E cycle. We represent the effective
wearing by a normalized retention BER after 3K P/E cy-
cles3.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the effective wearing decreases
near-linearly asr increases. Based on a linear regression
model, we can construct a linear equation for the effec-
tive wearing over differentr’s. Using this equation, we
can estimate the effective wearing for a differentr. After
3K P/E cycles, for example, the total sum of the effec-
tive wearing with the default erase voltage is 3K. On the
other hand, if the erase voltage was set to 17% less than
the default voltage, the total sum of the effective wear-
ing is only 1.53K because the effective wearing withr of
0.17 is 0.51. As a result,MP/E can be increased almost
twice as much when the erase voltage is reduced by 17%
over the default case. In this paper, we will use a sim-
ple endurance model with four different write modes (as
described in Section 2.3).

2.2 Dynamic Program Scaling
In order to use a reduced erase voltage when a NAND
block is erased, it is necessary to change program bias
conditions dynamically so that narrow threshold volt-
age distributions can be formed after program operations.
Since the erase voltage is proportional to the maximum
program voltage (which is dependent on the width of
threshold voltage distributions), extra threshold voltage
margins from narrow threshold voltage distributions can
be used to lower the erase voltage. Fig. 2(a) illustrates
how threshold voltage distributions for four MLC states
are typically formed. Since we need to shorten the width
(i.e.,WV th) of threshold voltage distributions for reduc-
ing the erase voltage, we reduceMPi’s andWPi’s during
program times. In conventional NAND chips, the volt-
age gapMPi between two adjacent states is kept large
enough to preserve data integrity. On the other hand, the
width WPi of a program state is mainly affected by a

3Since the normalized retention BER is reduced by 49% when the
erase voltage is reduced by 17%, the effective wearing becomes 0.51.
When the default erase voltage is used, the effective wearing is 1.
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Figure 3: The proposed NAND endurance model for
DPES-enabled NAND blocks.

program-speed requirement. If a slow program is accept-
able,WPi can be made short [12]. Since flash manufac-
turers should guarantee the reliability and performance
of NAND flash memory throughout the storage lifespan,
MPi’s andWPi’s are usuallyfixedunder the worst-case
operating conditions of a target product. SinceWPi’s are
fixed by a flash manufacturer, a program operation takes
a constant program time, which we represent byTPROG.

The proposed DPES approach is unique in that it al-
lows MPi’s andWPi’s to be changed dynamically de-
pending on workload variations. We scaleWPi based
on a program time requirement. Fig. 2(b) shows the rela-
tionship between the program time and its corresponding
WPi scaling ratio based on our NAND characterization
study. The program time is normalized overTPROG. For
example, in the case ofmode3 when the program time is
2.3 times longer thanTPROG, WPi can be reduced by
57%. On the other hand,MPi is scaled based on the to-
tal sum of the effective wearing to guarantee the required
reliability (i.e., data retention). Fig. 2(c) shows ourMPi

scaling model over different total sums of the effective
wearing based on our measurement results. In order to
reduce the management overhead, we change theMPi

scaling ratio every 0.5-K P/E cycle interval (as shown by
the dotted line in Fig. 2(c)). Dynamic program scaling
can be easily integrated into an existing NAND controller
with a negligible time overhead (e.g., less than 0.1% of
TPROG) and a very small space overhead (e.g., 2 bits per
block).

2.3 NAND Endurance Model
Combining erase voltage scaling and program scaling,
we developed a novel NAND endurance model that can
be used with DPES-enabled NAND chips. Fig. 3 shows
our proposed NAND endurance model with four write
modes,mode0 ∼ mode3. Mode0 (which uses the largest
erase voltage) is the fastest write mode with no slowdown
in the write speed whilemode3 (which uses the smallest
erase voltage) represents the slowest write mode with the
largest wearing gain. Our proposed NAND endurance
model takes account of bothWPi scaling andMPi scal-
ing described in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).

3 AutoFTL: DPES-Aware FTL
Based on our NAND endurance model presented in
Section 2.3, we have implemented autoFTL, the first
DPES-aware FTL, which automatically changes pro-
gram speeds depending on write throughput require-
ments. AutoFTL is based on a page-level mapping FTL
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with additional modules for DPES support. Fig. 4 shows
an organizational overview of autoFTL. The DPES man-
ager is responsible for choosing the most appropriate
write mode for each write operation. Unlike conven-
tional FTLs, autoFTL maintains per-block mode infor-
mation as well as logical-to-physical mapping informa-
tion in the extended mapping table. The per-block mode
table keeps track of the current write mode and the total
sum of the effective wearing for each block.

In selecting a write mode for a write request, the DPES
manager exploits idle times between consecutive write
requests so that autoFTL can increaseMP/E without in-
curring additional decrease in the overall write through-
put. In autoFTL, the DPES manager uses a simple cir-
cular buffer for estimating the available program time
for a given workload. Table 1 illustrates how the DPES
manager decides a write mode using a circular buffer.
The circular buffer queues incoming write requests be-
fore they are written, and the mode selector adaptively
changes a write mode. The mode selector chooses the
write mode,modei, depending on the buffer utilization
ratio (which represents how much of the circular buffer
is filled by outstanding requests). For example, if the uti-
lization ratio is lower than 40%, the write request in the
head of the circular buffer is programmed to a NAND
chip withmode3. In the current version of autoFTL, we
used rather conservative write-mode selection rules so
that the overall write throughput is not affected by DPES.

Since erase operations are performed at the NAND
block level, the per-block mode table maintains four
linked lists of blocks using the same write mode. When
the DPES manager decides a write mode for a write re-
quest, the corresponding linked list is consulted to locate
a destination block for the write request. Also, the DPES
manager informs a NAND chip how to configure appro-
priate device settings (e.g., ISPP voltage and reference
voltages for read/verify operations) for the current write
mode using the per-block mode table. Since different
write modes require different reference voltages for read
operations, the per-block mode table keeps track of the
current write mode for each block so that a NAND chip
changes its read references before serving a read request.

In autoFTL, both the garbage collector and wear lev-

Buffer utilizationu Write mode

u < 40% mode3
40%≤ u < 60% mode2
60%≤ u < 80% mode1

u ≥ 80% mode0

Table 1: The write-mode selection rules used by the
DPES manager.

eler are modified to be DPES-aware. In the garbage col-
lector, when a background GC is invoked, the slowest
write mode is used in copying valid data. On the other
hand, when a foreground GC is invoked, the fastest mode
is used so that valid data can be moved as soon as pos-
sible. The wear leveler tries to evenly distribute the total
sum of effective wearing, not the number of P/E cycles,
to NAND blocks by employing a DPES-aware data sepa-
ration technique in the existing dual-pool algorithm [13].

4 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
autoFTL, we used a unified development environment,
calledFlashBench[11], for NAND flash-based storage
devices. For our evaluation, we modified a NAND flash
model in FlashBench to support DPES-enabled NAND
flash chips with four write modes as shown in Fig. 3.
Since the organization of mobile storage systems and en-
terprise storage systems are quite different, we used two
FlashBench configurations in our experiments. For a mo-
bile benchmark, FlashBench was configured to have one
channel with four NAND flash chips. For PC and en-
terprise benchmarks, FlashBench was configured to have
four channels with four chips per channel. Each NAND
flash chip has 128 blocks which are composed of 128 4-
KB pages. The page program time (i.e.,TPROG) was set
to 1.3 ms. The size of the circular buffer used in autoFTL
was set to 32 KB and 32 MB, respectively, for mobile and
enterprise benchmarks.

We evaluatedMP/E and the overall write throughput
for three different techniques:baseline, autoFTL, andor-
acle. Baseline is an existing DPES-unaware FTL that al-
ways uses the fastest mode for writing data.AutoFTL is
the proposed DPES-aware FTL that selects a write mode
based on the utilization of a circular buffer.Oracle is
a simple off-line algorithm with an oracle predictor on
the arrival time of the next request. Sinceoracle has the
full knowledge of future write requests, it can choose the
most appropriate write mode for the next request without
a circular buffer. (That is,oracle shows the performance
upper bound when no circular buffer is used.)

We used five different I/O traces:mobile (collected
from a P2P application on an Android smartphone),
pc (extracted from a PC user), andusr, proj, and
src (chosen from the MS-Cambridge benchmarks [14],
which represent the enterprise storage workload.). Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the distributions of inter-arrival times
between two consecutive write requests for five I/O
traces. Inter-arrival times were normalized overTPROG.

In order to measureMP/E , each trace was repeated
until the total sum of the effective wearing reached 3K.
MeasuredMP/E values were normalized over that of
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Figure 5: Comparisons of normalizedMP/E ratio and overall write throughput for five traces with different techniques.

Trace
Distributions of normalized

inter-arrival timest overTPROG [%]

t < 1.4 1.4≤t<1.75 1.75≤t<2.3 t ≥ 2.3

mobile 1.6 0.9 2.4 95.1
pc 12.0 9.0 18.0 61.0
usr 55.6 5.2 9.8 29.4
proj 71.1 0.8 2.2 25.9
src 90.3 0.1 0.1 9.5

Table 2: Characteristics of traces used for evaluations.

baseline. Fig. 5(a) shows normalizedMP/E ratios for
five traces with three different techniques.AutoFTL im-
provesMP/E by 45%, on average, overbaseline. Over-
all, the improvement onMP/E is proportional to inter-
arrival times listed in Table 2; the longer inter-arrival
times are, the more likely slow write modes are selected.
AlthoughautoFTL uses slow write modes frequently, the
decrease in the overall write throughput overbaseline is
less than 0.2% as depicted in Fig. 5(b). We also evaluated
if there is an extra delay in sending a write request to the
circular buffer ofautoFTL over baseline. The increase
in the average queuing delay per request was negligible
compared toTPROG (i.e., 1300µs). Formobile, there
was a delay of 0.3µs while, for src, there was a de-
lay of 50.8µs. One interesting observation is thataut-
oFTL performs better thanoracle, improvingMP/E by
6%, on average, overoracle. This is becauseautoFTL
can choose slow write modes even for highly clustered
consecutive writes because write modes are determined
by the circular buffer utilization which reflects longer-
term write throughput fluctuations. On the other hand,
oracle, which has no buffering support, must choose fast
write modes for the clustered writes.

5 Conclusions
We have presented a novel approach, DPES, for im-
proving the endurance of NAND flash memory. Un-
like existing lifetime-enhancing techniques, our DPES
approach is unique in that it directly improves the
NAND endurance by exploiting the device physics on
the NAND endurance. Based on our novel NAND en-
durance model which accurately describes the effect of
DPES on the NAND endurance, we have implemented
autoFTL, which automatically changes program speeds
and the erase voltage. Our experimental results show that
autoFTL can improve the maximum number of P/E cy-
cles by 45% over an existing DPES-unaware FTL with
a minimal decrease in the write throughput. Since the
DPES approach adds a new dimension on the NAND
lifetime optimization problem, we expect that there are

ample opportunities for future research issues. Most ex-
isting solutions for NAND endurance improvements may
need to be revisited from the DPES’ perspective.
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